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The Original Sin

We are approaching the 13th year as a nation that has enshrined in the Second Amendment a *private* right of individuals to have guns. Had the Supreme Court been asked to rule on this issue any time prior to 2000, or if the butterfly ballot in Palm Beach, Florida, had not turned an estimated 2,800 would-be Al Gore voters into Pat Buchanan voters, or if Chief Justice John Roberts had realized in 2008 how much mischief the *District of Columbia v. Heller* decision would unleash, there would likely be no federal constitutional right of individuals to have firearms today. The question now before the country is whether the damage of *Heller* will be contained or whether the Supreme Court will continue down the path of Second Amendment expansion that the gun lobby has dictated to a compliant Republican Party in opposition to the growing demands for reasonable gun regulation.

While the increasing menace of mass shootings and the growing realization that other affluent countries simply do not have the same level of homicidal firearm violence as the United States have persuaded large majorities of Americans to favor an array of gun regulations, the gun lobby — with its vice-like hold on Republican politicians — has utterly thwarted even wildly popular measures such as universal background checks. Through a careful campaign of litigation and judge-shopping, aided by its strong and effective input into federal judicial selection, the gun lobby is hoping to turbocharge the Second Amendment to create a new right to carry guns outside the home, to end restrictions on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines, and to prohibit sensible regulations such as gun registration, safe storage laws, age requirements for firearm possession, and uniform restrictions on felons having guns.

Lessons from January 6

If there is a bright spot in the horrific events of the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol, it is what it teaches us about the value and importance of gun regulation to the well-being of our democracy. Importantly, the U.S. Capitol attack clarified the profound errors in almost everything the National Rifle Association (NRA) and the gun lobby have ever said about gun policy. Consider the gun lobby protestation that “Gun control simply doesn’t work.” Imagine for a moment what that rally would have looked like in Houston, Texas, or some other “gun-friendly” jurisdiction. Without Washington, DC’s profoundly wise firearm restrictions, a very large number of the rioters would have been marching on the U.S. Capitol armed with assault rifles equipped with high-capacity magazines and other highly lethal weapons. When the mob storming the Capitol spun out of control, guns would have been flashing everywhere, and it is not hard to imagine that bullets would have been cutting down scores or even hundreds of victims. Those who remember the 1970 Kent State massacre understand that once the bullets start flying in a riotous atmosphere, the consequences quickly turn lethal and dire.

The pernicious Proud Boys leader Enrique Tarrio, who had planned to address the crowd before the U.S. Capitol riot, was thankfully taken off the streets two days earlier when he was arrested for tearing down a Black Lives Matter banner on a Washington, DC, church and lighting it on fire. At the time of his arrest, Tarrio was carrying two high-capacity magazines festooned with the Proud Boys logo. Washington, DC’s wise prohibition on such unnecessary accoutrements to lethal weaponry managed to keep one conspiring criminal away from the U.S. Capitol on January 6, and thousands of others, knowing of Washington, DC’s strict gun laws, were dissuaded from carrying weapons because of these laws.
The gun lobby has fought to try to subvert these wise protections in legislatures and in the courts. An egregious legislative campaign has pushed for congressional action that would allow anyone with a concealed carry permit from any state to lawfully carry throughout the United States (the “Concealed Carry Reciprocity Act”). Ironically, the advocates for this federal legislation often trumpet a states’ rights rhetoric that is completely inconsistent with the idea that the gun laws of, say, North Dakota or Texas should govern the District of Columbia, New York, or California. Hopefully, the events of January 6 will help inter any further efforts in the direction of “national reciprocity of gun carrying.” Washington, DC’s restrictions meant that gun owners who traveled there for the Trump protest — including the Proud Boys and members of armed militias — knew that gun carrying would invite police scrutiny, so they largely left them at home. Note that the NRA’s claim that it is desirable to have “good guys with guns” is largely fatuous. One minute the Trump supporters who stormed the Capitol were “law-abiding” patriots; the next minute they were criminals. Indeed, most mass shooters are “law-abiding citizens” . . . until they open fire and start their wanton destruction.

Disarmed by Washington, DC, gun laws, some of the rioters did what criminals frequently do: seek to seize guns from lawful possessors, which happens roughly 400,000 times per year throughout the United States. (Recall that the Boston Marathon bombers killed a police officer near MIT for one purpose only: to steal his firearm.) When Washington, DC, police officer Michael Fanone was overwhelmed by the riotous U.S. Capitol crowd, he realized the idea that his gun could protect him was a fantasy. Fanone stated that he could have killed two or three of the rioters, but then they would certainly have killed him. Instead, Fanone stated, “Some guys started getting a hold of my gun and they were screaming out, ‘Kill him with his own gun.’” Fanone saved his life by appealing to the humanity of the crowd and saying that he had children.

Perhaps the greatest pedagogical lesson taught by the U.S. Capitol insurrection is the sheer lunacy of the claim that high-powered weapons in the hands of the public are needed to protect against a tyrannical federal government. When Sen. Rand Paul made the claim “Why do we have a Second Amendment? . . . It’s to shoot at the government when it becomes tyrannical!” some dismissed it merely as the political rhetoric of a demagogic blowhard, but the assertion has even received endorsement from members of the federal judiciary. The somewhat unhinged and now-retired Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals Judge Alex Kozinski endorsed the view that the Second Amendment would protect against federal tyranny.

More recently, U.S. District Judge Roger Benitez repeated the claim in enjoining a California law that banned high-capacity magazines. Indeed, Judge Benitez went on to strike down all restrictions on high-capacity magazines and seemed to believe that citizen access to the most lethal weaponry was an essential feature of ordered liberty. Again, one might think this to be simply the aberrant view of a solitary judge, but a panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld Judge Benitez’s decision with a misguided opinion penned by a recent Trump appointee.

The lessons of the U.S. Capitol invasion of January 6 may have been in the minds of some federal judges on February 25, 2021, when the Ninth Circuit vacated the panel decision and set the case down for en banc rehearing. First, the thought that private gun owners could stand up to the modern U.S. military if it backed a tyrannical federal government is absurd. There is no circumstance in which private citizens in modern America could promote democracy by using assault weapons to kill government employees to show their disapproval of what they perceive to be a “tyrannical” government. Second, the idea that gun owners can be expected to oppose rather than support the tyrant was dealt a fatal blow by the violence at the U.S. Capitol.
The Transformation of the NRA
and the Republican Party on Gun Policy

Interestingly, the NRA and Republicans used to disagree completely with the aggrandized view of the Second Amendment that has continued to metastasize since the *Heller* decision. Indeed, the former head of the NRA testified in support of the 1934 federal gun control act, stating “I do not believe in the general promiscuous toting of guns. I think it should be sharply restricted and only under licenses.” Ronald Reagan in May 1967 stated that “[t]here’s no reason why on the street today a citizen should be carrying loaded weapons. [Guns are] a ridiculous way to solve problems that have to be solved among people of good will.”

The renowned conservative Republican and former U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger told PBS *NewsHour* in late 1991 that the Second Amendment “has been the subject of one of the greatest pieces of fraud, I repeat the word fraud, on the American public by special interest groups that I have ever seen in my lifetime.” Burger was dismayed at the attempts to thwart reasonable gun control measures with what he considered to be phony and absurd interpretations of the Second Amendment. Despite acknowledging that he was “a gun man. I have guns. I have been a hunter ever since I was a boy,” Burger continued: “Someone asked me recently if I was for or against a bill which was pending in Congress calling for five days waiting period. I said ‘Yes, I’m very much against it. It should be a 30-day waiting period ‘till they find out why this person needs a handgun.”

The events of March 16, 2021, when an unhinged 21-year-old killed eight in Atlanta, underscore the wisdom of Burger’s remarks. The shooter had legally bought a 9-millimeter handgun in a gun shop on the very day of the shooting — so that he could commit mass murder. Thankfully, when police released a picture of the assailant from video footage, his parents contacted authorities, leading to his capture before he achieved his intended goal of killing more in Florida.

How much better for all involved if he had not been able to buy a gun in the first place? At the very least, a 30-day waiting period would have provided an opportunity for the shooter’s immediate mental health crisis — he had just been thrown out of his home by his parents — to pass, potentially saving many lives.

Former solicitor general for Richard Nixon Erwin Griswold echoed the theme of Burger’s remarks when he stated, in a 1990 *Washington Post* editorial: “To assert that the Constitution is a barrier to reasonable gun laws, in the face of the unanimous judgment of the federal courts to the contrary, exceeds the limits of principled advocacy. It is time for the NRA and its followers in Congress to stop trying to twist the Second Amendment from a reasoned (if antiquated) empowerment for a militia into a bulletproof personal right for anyone to wield deadly weaponry beyond legislative control.” These remarks came from a “lifelong Republican with a background of Midwest conservatism” who was “built like a granite block and [was] just as inflexible in his conceptions of basic rectitude.”

No Republican politician could utter such views today, when the most zealous expansion of “gun rights” has become the virtue signaling of today’s “conservatives.” By the mid-1970s, 45 states and the District of Columbia had either banned concealed carry of firearms or restricted it to those who could establish themselves to be an appropriate candidate for a concealed carry permit. As late as 1986, 16 states completely prohibited private gun carrying and all but eight required some government scrutiny to determine if someone should be allowed to carry a gun outside the home. Today, Republicans show their fealty to the gun lobby by arguing that there is a federal constitutional right to carry guns without governmental restriction, and 16 states have passed “permitless carry laws,” sometimes wishfully referred to as “constitutional carry,” as they await the gun lobby’s
efforts to provide a vehicle for the Supreme Court to issue a decision that would expand the *Heller* notion of a Second Amendment right to have a gun in the home to the more expansive right to have it with you in virtually any public venue.  

The consequences of the gun lobby position that any 18-year-old should be allowed to parade around with a gun as a matter of constitutional right are not likely to be benign. For example, consider that right now under current state law any 19-year-old in Missouri is allowed to carry a concealed weapon without securing a permit, establishing good character or any need for a weapon, or having any training in its use. When the University of Missouri tried to enforce its decades-old ban of guns on campus to avoid having armed 19-year-olds in its classrooms and roaming its campus, it was sued — and the Missouri attorney general (and now U.S. senator) Josh Hawley argued that the Constitution called for overturning the ban. On June 8, 2020, the trial court sustained the ban, but the fact that the university had to spend considerable resources to hire expert witnesses and a private law firm (since the typical defense by the state attorney general was absent) and go through a trial to sustain a gun ban on a university campus that has been in place for well over half a century indicates the changed world in which we live today. The implicit tax on wise policy that gun interests now impose on state and local governments and public universities is not inconsiderable, prompting many to reluctantly acquiesce to allowing promiscuous access to guns that officials are confident will be socially harmful.

### The Importance of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban

Louis Klarevas was the first to provide evidence that the federal assault weapons ban — which had been in place from 1994 to 2004 — had limited gun massacres, defined as violent incidents in which a shooter killed at least six individuals. To further probe this finding, Theodora Boulouta and I culled through the *Mother Jones* mass shooting database over a 35-year period to assess the pattern of public mass shootings, not including crimes of armed robbery, gang violence, or domestic violence. Figure 1 shows the number of incidents of such gun massacres and the deaths resulting therefrom. The figure reveals a number of important points.

First, cases of public mass shootings in which six or more individuals die have been growing sharply over the last 15 years — a period when the legal ability to carry guns outside the home has increased dramatically. There is certainly no indication that this expanded gun toting has slowed the growth in the number of these gun massacres.

Second, one sees that the number and deadliness of these mass shootings dropped during the 10 years of the federal assault weapons ban, 1994–2004, and rose sharply after the ban was lifted. Although the number of incidents is too limited to highlight the 25 percent drop in gun massacres, the 40 percent drop in overall fatalities during the period of the federal ban is noteworthy.

On its face, the lower death toll is plausible since for that decade mass killers could not simply waltz into a gun store and buy an assault weapon with a high-capacity magazine, as they can do in most of the United States today. On the other hand, figure 1 also shows that overall, violent crime dropped by roughly 14 percent during the decade of the federal assault weapons ban. This curve raises the question of whether the decline in gun massacres and deaths was simply part of a larger drop in crime. The short answer is no.

After the federal ban lapsed in 2004, the gun industry was able to flood the market with increasingly powerful weapons that allow mass killers to kill ever more quickly, with predictable results. The decade after the ban
elapsed saw a 266 percent increase in mass shooting incidents and a 347 percent increase in fatalities, even as overall violent crime continued to decline (again reflected in figure 1). In other words, our independent assessment confirms the Klarevas finding: gun massacres fell during the assault weapons ban and rose sharply when it was removed in 2004.

**Figure 1: Gun Massacres Were Less Frequent and Less Deadly During the Federal Assault Weapons Ban**

![Graph showing gun massacres were less frequent and less deadly during the federal assault weapons ban.](image)

**Sources:** Mass shooting data from Mother Jones; violent crime rate data from the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program.

**Notes:** Dates begin and end in September to reflect the period from September 13, 1994, to September 12, 2004, when the federal assault weapons ban was in place. Dots mark 10-year averages, except for the last dot, which marks the 5-year average from 2015 to 2019. Massacres are defined as incidents in which six or more people were killed, not including the perpetrator.

What has happened since 2014 is even more alarming. In five years, the number of fatalities in these gun massacres has already topped the previous high that occurred during the entire decade after the federal assault weapons ban was removed. This murderous leap has occurred at the same time that overall violent crime persisted on a downward trend, as the dotted line in figure 1 confirms. If we continue at the post-2014 pace until 2024, the last column of figure 1 shows that we will have an order of magnitude increase in gun massacre deaths over a 20-year period.24

Figure 2 illustrates the average number of fatalities in each mass shooting for the same four periods shown in figure 1. The pattern is the same: fatalities per incident fell during the federal assault weapons ban and have
risen sharply thereafter. With the weaponry available to citizens getting ever more potent and plentiful, the average number of people who die per incident has increased by 121 percent in the last five years compared to the level during the assault weapons ban (18.1 versus 8.2 deaths per incident). Assault weapons and/or high-capacity magazines were used in all 15 of the gun massacres since 2014; all 272 people who died in gun massacres since 2014 were killed by weaponry prohibited under the federal assault weapons ban.

The 19-year-old killer of 17 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, in 2018 and the 2019 Dayton shooter (who killed nine) possessed traits that would have disqualified them from access to any firearm in other affluent nations, let alone an AR-15 style weapon. In the United States, however, there was virtually no impediment to their acquiring such weapons to commit mass murder. The common NRA claim that we should “just enforce the gun laws we have” makes little sense when the gun laws we have are so weak and porous — in large part because of the NRA.

---

**Figure 2: Gun Massacres: Deaths per Incident**
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*Source: Mother Jones.*

*Notes: Dates begin and end in September to reflect the period from September 13, 1994, to September 12, 2004, when the federal assault weapons ban was in place. Massacres are defined as incidents in which six or more people were killed, not including the perpetrator.*

I should quickly note that the identical pattern exists whether one uses five or four deaths as the definition of a mass shooting, as I have shown elsewhere. Indeed, it is useful to see the results from using a more restrictive definition that only looks at gun massacres in which, say, at least 10 individuals were killed by the shooter. In fact, there were no such high-fatality public shootings by lone gunmen in the decade of the federal assault weapons ban. In the decade after the ban ended, the United States suffered through six of these horrific killings,
and in the last five years we have suffered through 10 such massacres, causing 231 deaths (compared to the 13 killed by two shooters at Columbine during the federal assault weapons ban decade).29

This research highlights the causal mechanism — restraining access to weaponry with the ability to rapidly kill — that explains why the federal assault weapons ban was effective and why its elimination has facilitated more deaths in public mass shootings. When the government imposes wise restraints on the ability to kill wantonly and voluminously, the number of deaths from these traumatic mass shootings will fall. Of course, with less lethal weaponry available to those who would commit mass murder, fewer cases make it across any given threshold, since the most dangerous weapons help an ambitious mass killer to get over the bar.30

Importantly, the federal assault weapons ban limited the size of gun magazines to 10 rounds. The Las Vegas shooter could not have shot as many individuals as he did in 11 minutes without access to high-capacity magazines, and this is the reason that virtually all the deaths from gun massacres in the last five years have come from weapons equipped with such magazines.31 The 10-year ban on such magazines sharply drove up their price and limited their availability, so it is not surprising that even when public mass shootings occurred, the body count was curtailed during the decade of the ban.32

The NRA is correct that “good guys with guns” can play a role in ending these mass shootings but misguided on who it thinks the good guys are. They are called the police. In fact, the graphics in figures 1 and 2 would have been even more dramatic without the greater resources and improved police response aimed to stop mass shootings that has developed in the last 15 years.

Conclusion

Over the last few decades, the Second Amendment has metastasized into a catalyzing force behind an array of social pathologies, including racism, misogyny, xenophobia, autocratic and anti-democratic tendencies, and even attacks on the very notion of truth — whether through the caricatures of history that its adherents often trumpet, the grotesquely distorted empirical assertions they often reference,33 or the fantastical claims they offer about the magical effectiveness of guns to stop mass shooters, dangerous criminals, and even tyrannical governments. The Second Amendment has become a straitjacket for Republican politicians who must acquiesce to every demand of the gun lobby and the thoughtless, virtue-signaling battle cry of those trying to establish their conservative credentials, bolster some comforting identity, or overcome some sense of personal weakness or vulnerability. It is time for courts and legislatures to stop compounding the self-inflicted wounds of America’s destructive drift toward a free market in guns.
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